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INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND

The use of educational technologies is widely recognized as beneficial (IEEE, 1998; Hoole, 1988). However, cogent arguments have been made by those who have invested much time in the development of courseware for teaching (Hoberg, 1993; Vanderplaats, 1993) that the use of the technology dominates the class so much that the subject being taught tends to get lost.

In this milieu, the appearance of the Internet and the Web, and following that, Web-based teaching, offers new opportunities with caution as a caveat. Unlike courseware where an individual instructor sits down and writes programs for his class, the difference with the Web is that demands in terms of infrastructure are heavy. Not only that, while in the West, things such as a networked campus, Internet connections, etc. are taken for granted, in the Third World (defined for the purposes of this article as those countries that are not a part of North America, Europe, Australia and the newly industrialised countries of Asia such as Singapore, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan), these facilities are rare. Simply asking for all the relevant infrastructure one needs for teaching will often not produce the funds. As a result, Third World instructors wishing to embark on Web-based teaching must create a wide
demand based on needs that go beyond simply teaching for these facilities and, thereby try to get what they want. They must also improvise and produce new ways of teaching with the Web.

This chapter spells out the attempts by the authors, still experimental, in producing new ways of teaching with the Web and the attempts by which an infrastructure for Web-based teaching was created at the Open University of Sri Lanka.

**THE OPEN UNIVERSITY OF SRI LANKA**

Distance teaching is increasingly found to be the way to go. It stresses the fact that education does not end after four years and one knows all that is there to know, but rather is a life-long process. It democratises education by giving late-comers, the marginalised such as women and minorities, villagers and others left out of conventional education, a new opportunity. The Open University of Sri Lanka is a state university founded by an Act of Parliament and caters to some 18,000 students while the Sri Lankan conventional universities together have a total student enrollment of approximately 32,000, showing the demand for distance education. Indeed, the fact that the vast majority of science students at OUSL are women, shows the service provided to women and underscores the success of the university in meeting its goals and thereby fulfilling its mission.

Demographic patterns also give pause to planners. The heavy success of the Sri Lankan state in its family planning overtures to society, say policy-planners (Rajapakse et al., 1997), means that the labour force will trail off in the year 2011 AD. This would put Sri Lanka in the place where countries like Singapore and Hong Kong now are, looking for and hiring labour from neighbours. But in 2011 AD, would there be countries for Sri Lanka to hire such labour from, competing with more advanced countries which also would be even more labour-short than they now are and competing for the same labour with better remuneration? It is now therefore increasingly agreed that while the Sri Lankan economy needs more graduates to shift to less labour-intensive work, the conventional universities cannot meet this demand because of lack of teaching staff and cash-limits on infrastructure expansion. The experience in Sri Lanka is that as new universities are opened in a country with a fixed number of qualified staff, poaching occurs – especially by attracting junior staff from the established universities to senior positions in the new universities. As a result, country-wide the staff quality goes down. However, since in open education, a teacher mainly prepares lessons and
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